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In this paper, several results are given which generalize some results of 
Taam [l] in which he considered the nonlinear differential equation: 
(m(t) x’)’ + u(t) x2-1 = 0 (n 3 1, n an integer). 
We shall show that his results apply to the more general equation: 
(m(t) x’)’ + u(t) b(x) = 0. (2) 
First, we need the following lemmas. The first is due to Utz [2]. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that z(t) is a real function for which z(t) is deftned fm 
t > a. (i) I f  for all t > T > a, z’(t) < 0 and z”(t) < 0, then lim,,, z(t) = ---co. 
(ii) If for t > T > a, z’(t) > 0, and z”(t) > 0, then lim,,, z(t) = +a. 
The second lemma needed is the well-known Gronwall-Bellman inequality. 
LEMMA 2. If f (t), g(t) > 0 for t > a, K a non-negative constant, and 
then 
f(t) G K + jo’f WA4 ds 
f(t) G A- (exp (job ds)) 
We now prove our main result. 
THEOREM. Consider the d$%rentiaZ equation (2), where M, > m(t) > m,, > 0 
for some fixed real constants M, und m, . Let m(t), a(t) E Cl[O, co), and let u(t) > 
a,, > 0 for some real constant a,, . FuAermore, suppbse b(x) E C(- 00, + co), 
xb(x) > 0 for x # 0, b(x) = -b(-x) and lim~,l.+m B(x) = Ji b(u) du = + co, 
then if u’(t) > 0, m’(t) > 0, the solutions are bounded, oscillatory, and the ampli- 
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tudes of any solution form a nonincreasing sequence. If a’(t) < 0, m’(t) < 0, the 
solutions are bounded, oscillatory, and the amplitudes form a nondecreasing sequence. 
In addition, in the former case, if a(t) is bounded from above, then the absolute value 
of the greatest lower bound of the amplitudes is positive. 
Proof. Case 1. a’(t) > 0, m’(t) >, 0. We first show all solutions are bounded 
and oscillatory. By oscillatory, we mean a solution with arbitrarily large zeros. 
Mulitply (2) by m(t) x’ and integrate from 0 to t thereby obtaining 
1/2(m(t) x’(t))’ + Jot a(s) m(s) b(x) x’ ds = 1/2(m(O) ~‘(0))~ (5) 
Integrating (5) by parts we have 
1/2@(t) x’(t))* + a(t) m(t) B@(t)) - St B(x(s))(m(s) a(s))’ ds 
0 
= a(0) m(0) &x(O)) + 1/2(m(O) x’(O))* (6) 
The above yields the following inequality. 
a(t) m(t) B(x(t)) < K + o’ B(x)(m(s) a(s)) (mm($)aa((!j))’ ds 
s (‘1 
where K = 1/2(m(O) x’(O))* + a(0) m(0) B(x(0)). By applying Lemma 2, we 
obtain 
a(t) m(t) B(x) < K exp 
( (s 
t (m(s) 44)’ 
(m(s) a(s)) ds)j = T$)rr$tj) . 0 
(8) 
That is, (8) implies 
K 
‘lx) ’ m(0) a(0) . 
(9) 
So x(t) must remain bounded as t - 03. Also, (9) and (6) show that 1 x’ j is 
bounded if a(t) is bounded from above (just substitute (9) into (6)). Furthermore, 
the solutions are stable in the sense of Liapunov. 
Suppose that x(t) does not oscillate, then x(t) must be of fixed sign. Without 
loss of generality, assume x(t) > 0 ( a similar argument works for x(t) < 0). Also, 
x’(t) must eventually be of fixed sign. Otherwise, whenever x’(t) = 0 we have 
x”(t) = - & (a(t) 44) < 0 
which implies x(t) has an infinite number of relative maxima. That, however, is 
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impossible. Thus, since x(t) is bounded, lim,,, x’(t) = 0. However, (2) implies 
upon an integration that 
m(t) x’(t) = m(0) x’(0) - 1’ u(s) b(x) ds. (11) 
0 
Therefore, if x’(t) > 0 the RHS of (11) approaches -co which is impossible. 
On the other hand, if x’(t) < 0, then x”(t) eventually becomes negative since 
x”(f) == -[l/m(t)](a(t) 6(x)) - [l/m(t)](m’(t) x’(t)) and as t + co, m’(t), x’(t)-+O. 
By Lemma 1, x(t) must approaches -cc which is a contradiction. Therefore, 
x(t) must oscillate. 
Finally, let x(tJ and x(ts) be two successive amplitudes (i.e., x’(tr) = 0 = 
x’(Q). Since m(tr) x’(tl) = 0 = m(ts) x’(tp) then there is a point t such that 
t, < t < t, and (m(t) x’(r))’ = u(t) 6(x(t)) = 0. Thus x(t) = 0. Using this fact, 
we now show 1 x(t,)l < 1 x(t,)l. Multiply (2) by (m(t) x’(t)) and integrate from 
tr to t, thereby obtaining 
s t2 a(t) m(t) b(x) x’ dt = 0. t1 
This may be written as 




Now on the intervals [tl , t] and [t, ts] 6( x x’ is of the same sign so (13) becomes ) 
u(&) m(5,) /‘(tL’ b(x) dx = u([,) m( &) fzct’) b(x) d.r (14) 
0 ‘0 
where t, < f, < t and t < & < t, . Equation (14) implies 1 x(tr)i > Ix(tJj. 
Note that if u’(t) > 0, m’(t) > 0, we have / x(t,)l > I x(t&. 
In order to see that the absolute values of the amplitudes are bounded from 
below when u(t) is bounded from above, just rewrite (12) as 
4~) Mz) f+W) = 4~) Md W+d) + [:’ (4s) WY fWN ds. (15) 
Letting x(t.J be any other amplitude to the right of x(tr) we see that since the 
LHS of (15) is positive and u(t), m(t) are bounded from above then B(x) must 
be bounded away from 0 so 1 x(t,)] is bounded away from 0. 
Case 2. a’(t) < 0, m’(t) < 0. Boundedness follows from (6), the remainder 
as in Case 1. 
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EXAMPLE. Consider Bessel’s equation of order 0, i.e., 
(Lx’) + tx = 0. (16) 
Using the substitution x = Z/at we have 
z” + (1 + 1/4P) 2 = 0. (17) 
The solutions to (17) are stable so the solutions to (16) are asymptotically stable. 
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